Rationalising for and against a policy of school-led careers-guidance (SLCG) in STEM in the UK: A teacher perspective.

Introduction
There are multiple factors attributed to influencing learners’ educational and occupational aspirations and choice. Parental influence (Gorard and See 2009); social determinants of class (Archer, Hutchings and Ross 2003), family habitus and capital (Archer et al. 2012), gender (Gottfredson 2005) and wider equality and diversity factors (Hutchinson et al. 2011); and situational influences such as where learners grow up (Green and White 2007) are all seen to play a part. Intervenational influences such as the school are similarly significant for empowering and affecting learners’ choice; especially where students feel supported by the school in decision-making processes (Blenkinsop et al. 2006).

In the context of careers guidance, the contribution of schools has been the retention of students in the school system (Howard and Solberg 2006; Plank, DeLuca & Estacion 2005); improvements in the academic achievement of students (Evans and Burck 1992; Lapan et al. 1997, 2001; Brigman and Campbell 2003); and smoother transitions in learning (Smith et al. 2009; Nicoletti and Berthoud 2010) and work (Lapan, Aoyagi and Kayson 2007). However, despite the stated advantages of schools’ interventional influence on young peoples’ awareness, understanding and knowledge of the world of work – and their prospective role in it – the provision of careers guidance in UK schools and as supported by external agencies is not noted for its quality or for reaching and enabling all students (Hutchinson et al. 2011). The situation is complicated by a lack of agreement over what school careers guidance in the UK consists of or what it should consist of (IER, 2005). Concurrently, a normative perception of careers isolated in one-off decisions made at school has been superseded by theories promulgating more complex transitions in education, training and work over a lifetime (Young and Collin, 2000).

The range of activities involved in delivering career guidance for young people and the availability of these can be respectively, broad and unequal. Whilst in 2003, the UK Department for Education and Skills (DfES) identified four levels of service provision within a clear framework: information, advice, guidance and personal support, a subsequent policy focus for young people and careers has engendered what Hooley et al. (2014:4) call a ‘postcode lottery of career guidance’. And yet, while an emphasis on a broad range of experiences at school facilitating routes to work has remained (DfE, 2015), a clear policy framework for careers guidance has been lost alongside an integrated approach with the UK national curriculum.

In response, a number of attempts have been made to clarify what careers guidance is and what it should be by learning from different practice and successes in its provision in an international context and from countries – some with comparable education systems or cultural contexts to the UK – such as The Netherlands, Germany, Hong Kong, Canada, Finland and Ireland (cf. Hooley et al. 2014; Holman, 2014). Holman’s (2014) study, in particular, of careers guidance provision across different national educational systems (and independent/state school contexts) reveals a more blended, consistent and high-status approach to careers guidance than in the UK and an emphasis in countries like Canada on co-operative learning; apprenticeships; vocational programmes; subject taster courses;
trained teacher guidance counsellors\(^1\); credited modules in civics in careers; and a guidance system embedded within both pastoral and curriculum structures. Whilst such aspects of international practice may not be entirely replicable in or complementary to the UK’s education system, they help to pinpoint the kinds of conditions necessary for ‘good careers guidance’, which Holman (ibid) summarises as:

- a stable careers programme
- learning from career and labour market information
- addressing the needs of each pupil
- linking curriculum learning to careers
- encounters with employers and employees
- experience of workplaces
- encounters with further and higher education
- personal guidance

Whilst aspirational, this kind of blueprint for good careers guidance may not, however, be so easily followed by schools whose ability to operate as service providers is controlled by a multitude of organisational factors, such as school structure, networks, strategy, industrial geography (Hutchinson 2013) and the commitment of school leaders (Finegold et al. 2011), which can cause considerable variance in the quality, scale and scope of careers guidance activity. This variance is compounded by differences in the operational approach to careers guidance taken by individual schools (cf. Watts 2001, 2013). The lack, therefore, of a harmonised system-wide model for careers guidance in the UK has corresponded to inconsistency and imbalance in schools’ provision and affected the extent to which careers guidance is prioritised or neglected as a service available equally, evenly and/or universally to learner cohorts, regardless of the school they attend.

More recent UK and devolved educational policy affecting the provision of careers guidance in England and Wales has emerged partly as a response to perceptions of imbalance and incongruity in careers guidance provision and in recognition of the positive interventional influence of teachers and schools in facilitating and scaffolding learners’ educational and occupational decisions. Moreover, it is an orientation motivated by fiscal concerns and an impetus to reduce public spending in a milieu of economic recovery.

In England, the Education Act of 2011 placed a statutory obligation on schools to provide independent careers guidance for all students in Years 9, 10 and 11\(^2\). The age focus was subsequently revised and extended to include Years 8, 12 and 13 (UK Government: Department for Education 2013). Critically, however, whilst schools have assumed responsibility for delivering careers guidance this has occurred without additional funding and simultaneously with the effective foreclosure (in England) of ‘Connexions’, the careers service, which had until such point worked in conjunction with schools in the delivery of careers guidance (Hooley and Watts 2011). In the case of Wales, a revised strategy for careers guidance materialised with the Welsh Government’s ‘Careers and World of Work’

---

\(^1\) In Finland, guidance counsellors all have trained teacher status. Holman (2014) reports 25% as having a Master’s degree qualification in guidance.

\(^2\) Years 9-13 in the UK reflect an age range of 14-18 years
The move towards school led careers guidance (SLCG) in England and Wales generated a largely unfavourable response. The House of Commons Education Committee (2013: 3), for instance, reported that,

‘The Government’s decision to transfer responsibility for careers guidance to schools is regrettable. We have concerns about the consistency, quality, independence and impartiality of careers guidance now being offered to young people’.

The Committee also highlighted evidence of the financial cost to not offering the best careers guidance – £28 billion to the UK economy if young people are not guided towards the right destinations and £200 million per annum if young people make the wrong course choice after Year 11. Other recent high-level reports by Ofsted and Estyn, as the school inspectoral bodies of England and Wales respectively, have revealed serious misgivings of the way careers guidance is now administered in schools.

A 2013 Ofsted report, which surveyed 60 secondary schools, raised concerns regarding the consistency of provision of information and guidance among students in Years 9-11; a lack of effective interface with local authorities in supporting more vulnerable students in making choices (including students with special educational needs or disabilities); a lack of interface with employers, local enterprise partnerships and the like; teachers being without sufficient training and/or briefing required in communicating the diversity of career options to students; little promotion of other post-16 options (beyond standard ‘A’ level route; little or no evidence of schools evaluating the quality of their careers guidance; and inconsistency in terms of all schools collecting destination data. The report, however, also revealed that for those schools demonstrating success in careers guidance, careers guidance featured as a strategic priority. A comparative report from Estyn (2012), highlighted many of the same shortcomings but also focused on issues of: disparity in the amount of lesson time prioritised by Welsh schools to careers/work-related education; considerable variation between Welsh schools in the extent of external ‘buy-in’ in the implementation of careers/work-related education; an insufficient number of Welsh schools with a governor with nominated responsibility for careers/work-related education; a lack of internal resourcing and lack of opportunity for borrowed capacity such as through a careers-agency.

Whilst these kind of high-level reports reveal many deficiencies at a system level for school-based careers guidance, there exists little intelligence, regarding teachers’ own thoughts and attitudes, as front-line providers of careers guidance, certainly among those in STEM disciplines. Understanding teachers’ own perspectives on their role in providing career guidance is arguably especially significant in the context of evidence which reveals that large numbers of young people obtain their information about careers directly from teachers3 (Wellcome Trust Monitor 2013).

---

3 In the Wellcome Trust Monitor 2013 survey, 49% of respondents stated obtaining information about careers from their teachers. However, 67% stated that they sought careers information from their parents.
The role of subject teacher as a career influencer is often referred to in research and report recommendations (cf. Bennett et al. 2011; Finegold et al, 2011; Holman 2014; Hutchinson 2013; Munro and Elsom, 1999). These publications expound on how subject teachers can relate occupational roles to curricula, particularly in science and engineering domains, which help students to contextualise their studies. However, the student-teacher interface in a careers guidance context may be problematic and prone to producing bias and stereotyping (cf. Perry and Francis 2010). This may be especially true of teachers whose advice to students is bound with the interests of the school within which they work (cf. Hodgson and Spours 2011) or teachers whose negative influence in the identity formation of learners restricts aspirational futures (cf. Stahl 2015). Subject teachers, also may not be best placed to challenge stereotypical attitudes from employers and other organisations, or even to recognise this as an important intervention (IOP, 2013). Previous studies (cf. Wrench 1992; Rolfe 1999), however, suggest that professional careers advisors are also sometimes guilty of 'protective channelling', where they refrain from sending young people into negative workplace settings, such as for instance where they might be subjected to sexist or racist attitudes and practice.

Any reconfiguration of careers guidance is arguably especially pertinent to STEM subject domains, where uncertainty, confusion and a lack of clarity from learners, their teachers and parents, in respect of career-pathways into STEM and the myriad of STEM occupations available to them, continues to be especially acute (Holman 2011). A focus on STEM careers guidance is also pertinent given continuing evidence which shows, the STEM pipeline is failing with low personal interest in science careers (Ipsos Mori/Wellcome Trust 2013); a decline in the proportion of the cohort of young people selecting chemistry, biology and mathematics at ‘A’-level (DIUS 2009); and a current and projected shortfall between the number of jobs requiring people with STEM skills and the corresponding number of individuals with appropriate STEM qualifications (Hutchinson 2013).

While there have been examples of careers professionals and subject teachers working collaboratively (Bennett et al, 2011, Barnes and Kent, 2010) the chaos in the careers landscape post-2010 has meant the focus for STEM policy has shifted to a wider role for teachers in STEM careers awareness. In this article, we try to further problematise this shift by elucidating what science teachers themselves perceive as their contribution to SLCG in STEM and what they self-identify as barriers to its implementation, in turn challenging existing ‘careers’ policy.

**Methodology**

An online survey was designed, piloted and ultimately distributed in conjunction with See Science – the STEMNet contract holder in Wales, across 223 secondary schools in Wales, targeting a purposive sample of teachers working within STEM based disciplines. This generated a total response of n=94 completed surveys. The survey was ‘live’ over a two-week period with a mid-term and final reminder issued to recipients during such time. An online survey tool was chosen in the context of it being easily distributed across schools and

---

4 STEMNET (the Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics Network) works with thousands of schools, colleges and STEM employers, to enable young people of all backgrounds and abilities to meet inspiring role models, understand real world applications of STEM subjects and experience hands-on STEM activities that motivate, inspire and bring learning and career opportunities to life. See [www.stemnet.org.uk](http://www.stemnet.org.uk)
directly to the in-box e-mail accounts of individual teachers, thus maximising the potential of a higher-than-average response rate. The survey was similarly designed for easy and quick completion.

Survey respondents were asked to complete a series of closed-text questions, two of which employed likert scales of quality (good-poor) and frequency (frequently-rarely). Questions focused on respondents’ reflections on their level of ability in providing students with detailed and accurate STEM related careers-guidance; how often they were called upon by their students in providing STEM related careers-guidance; what they perceived as obstacles in the delivery of SLCG in STEM; and what they felt would increase their capacity to deliver SLCG in STEM. Respondents were also provided an opportunity to nominate other kinds of barriers, unrepresented in the survey. Only one question was entirely open-text based and was intentionally sequenced last. This question asked respondents to submit their views on whether or not science teachers ought to be responsible for providing students with STEM-careers guidance. Respondents returned rich narrative accounts, which form the evidence-base and subject of our discussion.

Responses to this question were scrutinised and sifted applying an inductive and/or grounded theory (cf. Glaser and Strauss 1999) approach to identify emergent patterns or structures from which to form substantive codes from the data and establish a potentially new, teacher-informed theorisation of SLCG. Close and repeated reading of the responses allowed us to detect emergent categories coalescing around the two potential answers: yes and no, and provided an opportunity with which to explore a potential breadth of rationalisations put forward to substantiate each respective viewpoint. Sub-themes were subsequently identified, discussed, coded and incorporated by the research team into narrative rationalisations for and against SLCG. These sub-themes are presented within the following discussion of data. Having coded the data we undertook a simple narrative analysis to consider the ways with which respondents were conceptualising SLCG and making sense of; performing; or resisting the task of careers guidance in their schools. From these various accounts we were drawn to the notion of proximity to describe the way with which respondents positioned themselves in relation to the practice of SLCG.

In the context of a rationalisation for SLCG, most if not all accounts gravitated around a theme of ‘relational proximity’ and teachers’ unique position in communicating careers guidance to their students. In the context of a rationalisation against SLCG, we applied the same theory to unpack what we understood as respondents’ identification of situational issues and infrastructural deficits impeding the undertaking of SLCG. In the case of situational issues, three separate but inter-related aspects were identified: responsibility and prioritisation; specialisation and partisanship; and disconnection and distance. In the case of infrastructural deficits, two other intersecting aspects were identified as capacity and resource.

The theoretical framing of relational proximity, used herein to problematise SLCG, is borrowed from an organisational studies literature, which talks of proximity between interacting agents or partners as beneficial to the co-production of new knowledge (cf. Moodysson and Jonsson 2007). In the context of this study, relational proximity is adapted and used as a motif describing teachers’ intimate and empirical knowledge of students’ educational strengths, aptitudes and trajectories forged through instruction, assessment,
pastoral care and other iterations of (formal and informal) school-based interactions, that
distinguish and elevate and yet also problematise the value of their contribution to careers
guidance. We also used relational proximity or its inverse, relational (and informational)
distance or disparateness, to conceptualise SLCG as something remote from, or as some
respondents articulated, incompatible with, teachers’ everyday pedagogical practice.

A rationale for SLCG
Respondents’ near-consensus rationalisation for SLCG was predicated upon a notion of
teachers’ unique positionality or ‘relational proximity’ to their students, confirming the
efficacy and success of their contribution as career guides. Respondents reflected that their
capacity to close read students’ social and academic dispositions and capabilities, translated
into credible, accurate and individualised prognoses related to the availability of future
education and employment opportunities and concurrently, the most appropriate pathway
in realising these.

One of the primary claims of SLCG, distinguishing it from traditional career guidance
provision, presented by respondents, focused on teachers’ ability to liaise directly, and also
continuously and informally, with students in co-identifying complementarity and fit
between their educational ability, aptitude and performance; (prospective) subject choices;
and occupational intentions or aspirations. Respondents speculated, that on the basis of
relational proximity, the majority of teachers would be able to authoritatively assess
students’ educational/occupational prospects and issue practical advice in how to manage,
manoeuvre and as may be, manipulate, their, each unique, educational profile:

‘We know the students strengths and weaknesses, so can advise on their future
options.’ (extract 1.)

Respondents also made an explicit link between their role as science instructors and
ambassadors for STEM, and their investment and duty as teachers in maintaining, and as
might be possible, magnifying students’ interest in science subjects and potential STEM-
based careers. Many respondents self-styled themselves as advocates providing ‘guidance
on the importance of STEM subjects’, and thereby we might also infer, the relationship
between STEM subjects and STEM based employment.

Other respondents perceived themselves as part of a micro and macro recruitment drive,
attracting more students into science at higher levels in the context of their own schools
and more expansively, in a national context, in addressing concerns of a shortage of STEM
graduates and downturn in those opting for STEM-based careers:

‘It is our role to encourage pupils to see a future in science and increase the numbers
choosing to study science further.’ (extract 2)

‘... as science specialists it is our role to help direct pupils if they show an interest in
a career in science.’ (extract 3)

Teachers’ proximity not only to their students but the taught curriculum was also evoked, by
a number of respondents, as a major advantage of the SLCG approach. One respondent for
instance commented on teachers’ awareness of (and/or sensitivity to) the impact of the taught curriculum on learners, and the way the curriculum is made available to students influencing their future subject/learning choices, and a correlation between these and career options – an assertion, it should be noted, elsewhere contested (cf. Holman 2014; House of Commons: Education Committee 2013; Mason 2014):

‘Teachers have an insight into the impact of the teaching curriculum on the choice of tertiary courses and the potential career opportunities offered by these courses.’ (extract 4)

Multiple respondents suggested that as teachers they would ‘be able to provide more insight into STEM careers’. Others reflected that they were the ‘most qualified in the school to do so’. Some however, felt the role of teachers in providing careers guidance ought to be more light-touch or situated purely on the level of an introduction to STEM careers or further learning, offering ‘just the initial info’. A middle ground approach was reflected in respondents’ characterisations of STEM secondary teachers as intermediaries, or brokers facilitating links or forward momentum for learners’ educational and career choices; yet we might assume not directly involved in brokering these choices with learners: ‘. . . they [teachers] should know what is required for the next step’.

The significance of teachers’ pre-existing relationships with their students and their specific, detailed knowledge of each student’s academic competency and potential was also highlighted as being a reason for greater involvement from teachers rather than relying on an interview with a careers advisor to make choices. Accompanying this view was a frequently elicited feeling that careers advisors lack key pieces of knowledge concerning learners’ abilities, aptitudes and enthusiasms and moreover an understanding of their unique personalities: ‘they don’t know the children’. A large proportion of respondents also speculated that the interface between the careers advisors and student was habitually impoverished, inefficient, ill-fit for purpose and arguably of gravest concern, that the information provided by careers advisors was unsuitable or misaligned with the needs of the student. In a similar vein, of 33 positive responses to the question should science teachers be responsible for providing students with STEM careers-guidance, only one respondent made reference to the value of teachers working in collaboration with careers advisors. Concurrently, only one other respondent made reference to the role of ‘specialists’ in encouraging the future occupational participation of young learners in STEM (see extract 7), reinforcing a view of teachers operating in a silo and as isolated and potentially disconnected from other STEM careers resources.

Whilst this cadre of respondents were notionally supportive of SLCG in STEM, the greater majority of respondents were far less convinced, if not categorically opposed.

A rationale against SLCG
An issue of responsibility and prioritisation
One of the most recurrent objections to SLCG made by respondents stemmed from a perception of careers guidance as a new formal assignment for which they would be forced to accept sole responsibility. Whilst respondents less sympathetic to SLCG reiterated some of the positive sentiments promulgated by their counterparts advocating the role of
teachers in career guidance, they cautioned that an expectation on teachers as solely accountable was misguided and potentially harmful, for among other things adding further stress to already swollen timetables (see extract 6). Furthermore, respondents asserted that an explicit and clear delineation was necessary, separating teachers sharing their experiences and (anecdotal) knowledge in informal and/or unregulated ways and teachers providing a ‘professionalised’ service. Extracts 5-11 place special emphasis on teachers not being responsible and accountable for STEM career guidance and reveal a tacit fear of SLCG evolving into a performance measure. The extracts also, however, reveal that respondents recognise a role for teachers in the provision of career guidance but that the configuration of this role is more informal than formal (extract 6) and ought to be considered more as a ‘contribution’ (extract 7), ‘add-on’ (extract 9), ‘input’ (extract 8) or form of ‘encouragement’ (extract 11) than ‘responsibility’ (extract 7) or ‘requirement’ (extract 11). Respondents also couched an issue of ‘responsibility’ and issue of ‘accountability’ – which differentiate careers guidance into an aspect of teachers’ professional practice and aspect of performance evaluation, respectively – in the terms of limited expertise (extracts 7 and 9):

‘All teachers in school have an important role to play in the career guidance programme and sharing their knowledge and experiences all help to broaden pupils’ career education. However having responsibility is completely different and this should be the role of a specialised career adviser.’ (extract 5)

‘. . . because we have enough to do without having this formally added to our workload.’ (extract 6)

‘Not to be held accountable but could contribute to careers guidance – based on possible CPD experience / work placement days.’ (extract 7)

‘Not to be accountable but could have some input into careers guidance.’ (extract 8)

‘Not responsible for, but as well as. I wouldn’t know if I was giving up-to-date guidance.’ (extract 9)

‘Teachers should promote the careers available when they promote their subjects but not to be the sole provider of careers guidance.’ (extract 10)

‘Encouragement is fine but it should not be a requirement to give guidance.’ (extract 11)

A number of respondents considered that teachers’ investment and capacity to effectively deliver formal career guidance would be compromised by an abundance of other competing priorities and teaching work-loads being already stretched. Responses, such as extract 12 and 13, also make the suggestion that career guidance lacks the status and visibility as a core pedagogical priority, as might be attributed by teachers, school managers and education policy-makers:

‘Providing careers guidance would not be a top priority for teachers. It would likely be prioritised below planning regular lessons, marking, coursework marking,
afterschool revision classes, parents evening, report writing and other tasks that teachers must deal with in the working day.’ (extract 12)

‘We are overloaded with things to do – literacy, numeracy etc. and is there any point as science is no longer core, it’s not even mentioned in the new Welsh Baccalaureate.’ (extract 13)

**An issue of specialisation and partisanship**

While many respondents cited a lack of knowledge as a reason against SLCG, very few, indeed only five of sixty-eight respondents (those who stated that it was *not* their responsibility for providing students with careers guidance) made explicit reference to careers guidance as a ‘specialism’ (n=2) and/or career advisors as ‘specialists’ (n=3). Nevertheless, knowledge specialisation was considered by some respondents to underpin good STEM careers guidance in schools. These, albeit few, considered that the success of SLCG hinged on the depth and breadth of teachers’ subject and occupational knowledge; thereby reinforcing a well-rehearsed claim that ‘generalist’ guidance in STEM careers is inadequate if not potentially detrimental to learners’ career decision-making. However, whilst this sub-cohort championed teachers becoming specialised in careers guidance and advocated it as a component of continuous professional development, they concurrently acknowledged that specialisation would place further pressure on teachers already struggling to contend with limitations of time and resource:

‘Teachers can only give a narrow view of the career opportunities unless more time is devoted to developing knowledge – time that they don’t have if they are to fulfil their teaching obligations and responsibilities in the wider school community.’ (extract 14)

‘A call for greater specialisation of teachers in STEM domains conflicts with a notion of specialist teachers as promoters of their own disciplines learners’ subject choices and occupational aspirations.’ (extract 15)

As in extract 14, respondents identified a risk that SLCG might cause the fracturing of teachers’ professional roles and identities and obfuscation concerning what they might or should prioritise in their pedagogical interactions with learners. Respondents also expressed concern that teachers’ specialisation in STEM careers guidance would counteract and denude their capacity to provide impartial and objective guidance – they might become overly adept at or single-minded in selling their discipline. In this context, a correlation can be made between teachers’ specialisation in SLCG – for example, a chemistry teacher providing occupational guidance on catalysis or materials science – and the narrowness of this guidance, particularly where guidance morphs, if unwittingly or tacitly, into advocacy or persuasion.

**An issue of distance and disconnection**

Respondents identified prolonged personal disengagement from further/higher educational opportunities in STEM and opportunities in STEM industry and enterprise as a major obstruction to teachers’ delivering good careers guidance. In the following extracts, detachment from the world of work in STEM is presented as the passage of time separating
many teachers’ university experience – and what is taken as their greater exposure to STEM career opportunities– and their entrenchment as classroom practitioners.

‘It’s too long ago that many graduated – everything has changed since most of us were at university, and many new courses now run.’ (extract 16)

‘Even if we have industrial experience it’s limited and probably dated. We are not familiar with course requirements.’ (extract 17)

These observations correlate the limited nature of teachers’ post-graduation interface with universities with their lack of awareness of latest course options and access routes in higher education. They also suggest that teachers’ understanding and awareness of university opportunities might also be delimited to what they actually studied and the parameters of their own personal university experience.

A more complete knowledge and awareness of the breadth of STEM educational and occupational routes might, therefore, be entirely out-of-reach for many teachers for whom university days are a distant memory and whose time in the classroom has ever been the dominant reality. What current knowledge they may have of STEM career-routes/careers may thus be the outcome of personal inquisitiveness, serendipitous acquisition or chance encounter and/or predicated on the impetus of universities and employers to get formally involved with schools, such as for instance through universities’ widening participation and outreach agendas; schools-university partnerships (http://www.rcuk.ac.uk/pe/PartnershipsInitiative/); or STEM Ambassador schemes (www.stemnet.org.uk/ambassadors).

Extract 18, reveals a perception from respondents that for most teachers the potential for a more expansive interface with STEM is caught short by they’re becoming specialised first as teachers, then as subject specialists:

‘Our specialism is often too narrow and many have gone straight into teaching and don’t have the life experience to advise on wider career choices . . . Careers guidance is a specialism which teachers are not qualified in.’ (extract 18)

‘In the majority of cases science teachers have not worked in any field except teaching.’ (extract 19)

Extracts 18 and 19 also reveal a perception that good careers guidance is formed from wider world experiences or specifically, experiences accrued beyond the classroom. Extract 19, especially, intimates that the process undertaken by many in becoming classroom-teachers is ostensibly too streamlined, shallow or superficial and that an excess of STEM teachers are without deep and broad experience of their subject – certainly beyond its academic construction.

Extract 20, states that were careers guidance to be more firmly ingrained as an aspect of teachers’ professional obligation, opportunities in STEM would likely become more
conspicuous – and in such ways, where teachers themselves might even reconsider their own occupational choices:

‘I’m not qualified. If I knew more about opportunities I would not be teaching.’
(extract 20)

The rapid proliferation and diversification of STEM opportunities were also seen by respondents as further weakening teachers’ capacity to confidently and accurately guide their pupils’ occupational choices. Extract 21 draws the irony-tinged observation that an excess of opportunity in terms of potential STEM careers ultimately disfavours learners by increasing the chance for misinformation. It also highlights the risk of teachers not being properly informed:

‘Too many career paths are opening up in science and teachers may not be up-to-date and a pupil could miss out on an opportunity through incorrect guidance.’
(extract 21)

Infrastructural deficits

Lack of capacity

Capacity and resource are interlinking and overlapping issue categories, yet are distinguished here for being respectively, what teachers have availability for, and what they have access to. In many instances, and as previously identified, respondents complained that they already contended with congested and multi-layered workloads and were forced to simultaneously manage multiple parallel activities. Respondents also made plain that careers guidance was an unrecognised (potentially unrewarded), and arguably incongruous part of their professional portfolio:

‘We have enough to deal and contend with as it is. We don’t have the time or the opportunity to become specialists in offering careers guidance.’ (extract 22)

‘I don’t feel I have the experience to offer this guidance as I am focused on assessments and new exams.’ (extract 23)

A few respondents referenced specific and/or what they perceived as core aspects of their teaching roles which would prevent them from operating as specialist career advisors:

‘I don’t have time with curriculum specifications and restraints.’ (extract 24)

‘There’s no time to do this as well as completing the syllabus.’ (extract 25)

‘Science teachers are not able to keep up to date with changes in STEM careers because they are too busy with the job of teaching.’ (extract 26)

These accounts raise the question of how much teachers’ role as specialist careers guides, will be at the expense or to the detriment of their other professional duties.
Lack of resource
Respondents cited resource, or rather, a lack of resource as another operational barrier impeding their ability to provide STEM careers guidance. Respondents identified a lack of resource in terms of inadequate access and provision of informational materials specific to STEM and the informational needs of their students:

‘We don’t have access to the relevant materials. We would be giving generic guidance only.’ (extract 27)

‘We’re not provided with the up-to-date information on the rapidly changing world of careers.’ (extract 28)

The issue of teachers’ informational impoverishment in the context of careers guidance was seen to be, as alluded to in extracts 27 and 28, exacerbated where career pathways and processes in career development were in a contemporary context, inconstant and changeable – an issue further compounded by the diversity and abundance of established and emergent STEM occupations. A means to navigate the complexity of careers guidance provision in STEM domains was also seen to be compromised by teachers lacking the most current information or more specifically, as told in extract 28, not being provided with this information. The choice of phrasing in this instance is subtle yet significant in revealing an attitude that teachers should not be expected to make a personal/professional investment in foraging for or actively researching careers information as they might in lesson design and preparation, but have it provided to them. It is a statement that also, therefore, draws a distinction between teachers involved in the provision of careers guidance and careers education to their pupils.

Whilst few would argue that the most up-to-date information is indispensable to good careers guidance, it would seem a mistake to think of teachers’ contribution only in the context of dissemination. Their role is surely more substantial and pedagogically oriented and rests with their capacity to translate and broker careers information in the most effective ways. This process of translation arguably begins with augmenting and scaffolding teachers’ capacity to synthesise careers information, perhaps with their own direct and lived experiences, and instigate a space of negotiated learning where learners are harnessed in their deliberative management of informed choice.

Teachers’ role in STEM careers guidance might not be as a ‘one-stop’ or ‘closed-shop’ of careers information, typically associated with the careers advisor, but a continuous process, more easily and realistically managed, of teachers raising awareness among their learners of the diversity of career opportunities available to them in STEM. Teachers raising awareness of STEM might then be understood as a process, which as recommended by the UK Science and Society Expert Group (2010: 6), implants in learners the interest and curiosity to seek out further information. Awareness-raising is simultaneously a process intended to stimulate learners’ sense of responsibility and ownership over their informational needs: ‘users must feel that this is their information, available for them, in a way they want to use it’. Teachers’ relational proximity to their learner cohorts might therefore be argued as a key aspect of what makes them integral to the facilitation of learners’ powers of self-...
visualisation and their ability to confidently build future imaginaries through personalised STEM careers guidance.

However, in raising awareness, respondents identified a lack of access to careers training as an operational barrier to teachers’ STEM careers guidance. Respondents also argued that training should be available to all teachers – and not only those specially assigned by school management – and exist as a common, if not universal, component of teachers’ CPD:

‘. . . relevant training is not in place for all staff.’ (extract 29)

‘No training is given to staff.’ (extract 30)

The final iteration of a resource deficit identified by respondents focused on a ‘lack of support in developing links with STEM employers’. The intimation of this claim being that schools and thereby school-teachers may be without the necessary relational support – be this in the form of an outreach manager or facilitator with continuous responsibility for brokering and managing external communications and relationships with STEM industry and business – and we might easily also imagine, universities – or dedicated/allocated time allowing for them to independently pursue relationships with industry’s educational, outreach and recruitment personnel. This issue is, therefore, as much an issue of resource in a physical or relational sense as it is time and capacity. Of course, an interaction with industry and business is not unilateral and depends upon the willingness of both in directly supporting and working with schools.

Discussion
The results of this survey reflect the challenges teachers face in managing the complexity and frailty of their pedagogical identity and practice within the context of the marketisation of compulsory education; the downsizing of educational support services; and the growing expectations of educational policy-makers. The survey communicates a curious dichotomy of professional dis/empowerment where an expectation made of teachers to deliver careers guidance explicates the significance of their relational (and informational) proximity to learners and the interests of the schools within which they work. Yet, it also exemplifies the closeted nature of their practice and the paucity of an external interface that might otherwise bolster the efficacy of this specific pedagogical function. Concurrently, these respondents conceptualise their pedagogic role from the perspective of having expert knowledge of their learners and the curriculum yet an inability to make connections that traverse the pedagogical boundaries and organisational preoccupations of the school. These responses accordingly reveal a sense of disparateness between a singular conceptualisation of teachers as instructors of curriculum and a more holistic conceptualisation of teachers that incorporates their role as bridging-agents to learners’ future educational and occupational contexts. They also insinuate the diminution and withdrawal of pedagogical ambition in schools. Furthermore, they reflect the intensification and diversification of the teacher’s role and an antagonism that exists between its evolving constituent parts.

Holman’s (2014) recipe for effective careers guidance is thus in the context of our respondents’ conceptualisations of SLCG, only half-way possible where it is complicated by teachers’ conflicting interests and allegiances and the boundedness of their practice.
Teachers are caught for instance between the personal investment they make in cultivating and supporting their learners and the kinds of professional disinterestedness they need to apply in providing neutral and objective guidance. They similarly have a pedagogical responsibility to their learners but a performance-based and fiscally oriented responsibility to their schools in the context of student retainment and securing competitive status within national league-tables. We would argue, therefore, that the professionalisation of the teacher in the context of careers guidance is compromised by variances of relational proximity. On one hand, the teacher is close both to his/her discipline as it is constructed by the curriculum; close to a working knowledge of the interest and needs of his/her learners; and operates with a close awareness of the performance-based demands of his/her school. Conversely, the teacher is less proximal or perhaps even dislocated from the future reality of his/her learners and operates with less or limited awareness of pathways to and opportunities within higher education and industry. Such variances may be further exacerbated by aspects of proximity that impact not at an individual but organisational level; for example, the extent of a school’s relationship across and/or activity within a network of external stakeholders. The potential for a ‘stable careers programme’ as anticipated by Holman (2014), would seem, therefore, certainly from the purview of these respondents, to gain traction with teachers’ relational proximity to their students opening up opportunities for ‘personal guidance’ and ‘addressing the needs of each pupil’. Its potential, however, dissipates where teachers’ distance from ‘encounters with employers and employees’; ‘experience of workplaces’; ‘encounters with further and higher education’ arrests their capacity in ‘linking curriculum learning with careers’.

These conceptualisations of SLCG signpost a systemic failure to recognise the contribution of the teacher beyond a prescriptive delineation of instruction and credentialism belonging to a market rationalisation of education that also massively underplays an already teeming portfolio. They make comment not only of the seeming irreconcilability of relational, informational and attitudinal differences that inform conceptualisations of the teacher’s role in the provision of careers guidance but suggest that the widening of this role illuminates the impotence of teachers in transcending, with their students, the organisational paradigm of the school. Furthermore, these accounts reflect the incongruousness of the aspirations of educational policy with the lived experience of teachers’ practice and a failure to engage with a more joined up approach to education with the continuation in the UK of public governance by austerity.

**Conclusion**

The results of this survey reveal a myriad of obstacles identified by respondents complicating and frustrating teachers’ contribution to careers guidance in STEM. These first-hand and ‘bottom-up’ accounts also represent a challenge to the authority and legitimacy of current UK and devolved education policy on careers and what has been critiqued herein as SLCG. Respondents’ attitudes towards SLCG are not, however, altogether antagonistic, and are in part tempered by a belief in the value of teachers involvement in careers guidance. Approximately a third of respondents identified with a rationale for SLCG, motivated by a sentiment of teachers’ relational proximity – potentially in academic and pastoral contexts – to their students and of being in some shape or form, *in loco parentis*; of teachers ‘owning’ the responsibility of guiding ‘their’ students’ educational (social and intellectual) development; of they’re having informational proximity as a virtue of their subject
specialism (thought this was equally seen as a deficit); and their being best equipped to make credible assessments of complementarity and fit between learners’ aspirations, choices and trajectories.

The relational proximity of teachers to their students – and therein teachers’ individualised/personalised knowledge of each student - was viewed by respondents as something that might significantly enrich and ameliorate the quality of careers guidance. SLCG was, in such context, seen to offer a bespoke, more roundly informed (employing meta-criteria not solely a criterion of educational performance) reading of learners’ potential educational and occupational trajectories. The significance of relational proximity was also seen in the context of careers guidance being not a one-off or isolated but continuous, expansive, non-proscriptive and two-way conversation.

The benefit of relational proximity to SLCG, might however only be guaranteed with a trusting and dialogically fluent teacher-student interface. Where the interface is anything less, the advantage of relational proximity might likely deteriorate into the disadvantage of relational distance or disconnection and sabotage the unique positionality of the teacher as career guide. A teacher’s relational proximity to a student might also impair his/her capacity as an impartial and critically detached steward. Proximity may, for instance, cause a teacher to become overly invested in a personal and non-objective conviction of what a student’s educational and occupational prospects might, or rather, should be. A potential for impartiality might further attenuate where a teacher’s proximity to his/her subject and the role played as subject specialist, advocate and recruiter within a school, delimits his/her ability and willingness to enter into an advisory relationship with a student on terms any other than as a champion of their own specialism (and school).

Overall, a rationalisation against SLCG might be most easily understood in the terms of an imbalance of relational, informational and attitudinal proximity. Relationally, teachers may be too close to their students. On an informational level, they may be far removed from up-to-date careers information. Attitudinally, they may be even further from an acceptance of SLCG as a formal responsibility, less informal contribution. These issues may then be seen – as respondents did – to be further aggravated by underlying and interlinking ‘infrastructural’ deficits of capacity, resource and expertise.

The study also reveals respondents’ apprehension in advocating for SLCG yet reticence in suggesting its provision is devolved to careers professionals; whom they hold in low esteem and consider to lack both relational and informational proximity. Respondents’ eschewal of careers professionals also complicates a belief that the best careers guidance is provided by ‘a mix of professional guidance practitioners, teachers and other key stakeholders, and when delivery is supported by appropriate tools and technologies’ (Hooley, Marriott & Sampson 2011). Successful careers guidance might then seem to depend not only on relational proximity but relational brokerage facilitating the harmonious interface of teachers with other stakeholders.

We surmise overall that the success of SLCG, in organisational terms, hinges on the contribution of school management, governors and external facilitators and the integration of STEM enrichment and engagement activities into the curriculum. Parents too, as a major
source of and influence on young people’s careers information (Wellcome Trust Monitor 2013), have a prominent role in contributing to SLCG; albeit a contribution affected by the same issues of relational and informational proximity attributed to teachers. Universities – their academic and student communities – also have a significant contribution in supporting SLCG, and a contribution propelled through an emphasis on innovation and engagement in higher education contexts. Concurrently, as Archer et al. (2013) argue, there is a need for increasing the diversity of routes into science, certainly beyond the ‘gold-standard’ of the A-level\(^5\) and university degree; facilitating more equitable participation in science and the promotion of a socially, culturally and intellectually heterogeneous scientific community. Such an action might also mitigate against the self-aggrandisement of schools in their retaining and recruiting at post-16.

In rethinking and potentially, revising policy for careers guidance in STEM, a more cross-cutting and/or shared perspective is necessary that not only spreads the responsibility for careers guidance across the educational and occupational continuum but simultaneously enriches it. Such a policy requires mindfulness of the variance of proximities and the organisational boundedness that affects the teaching profession and which seems to impede the potential of a stable careers programme. Orienting the next generations of future scientists is surely a responsibility not just for teachers but every member of the STEM community. SLCG is only plausible where it is afforded ballast and continuity both in the local context of the school and with the external contribution of the wider educational and occupational community.
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